The rules of fragrance
are changing… Could
your next scent be
one of these?

FRAGRANCE

GIRLS
like
BOYS
To look one way and
smell another provides
a contrast that’s stylish
and intriguing, says
Annabel Meggeson.
Which is why she’s
reaching for men’s
fragrance this summer

I

didn’t think I fancied men who
wore fragrance, until I met one
who did. I didn’t notice at first,
but was invited in to catch
it. There, in the cradle of his
neck – forbidden territory, really,
as we were just friends – sweet,
creamy leather mingled with warm
skin. It was like inhaling a trinket.
Till that point, I thought men who
wore fragrance were too ‘metro’ for
me. I aligned their penchant with
a preference to wear concealer,
have manis and ‘trim’. And while

I know women who appreciate
a tempered man-bush (mush?) and
neat nails, I was sure I preferred
my men as nature intended.
Instead, I was confusing men
wearing fragrance as a badge with
men who wore it as part of their
ritual, something they felt enhanced
them, no different to soap or a nice
suit, with subtlety as key.
I was also discounting the fact
that I did love a scented man, only
that scent didn’t necessarily come
from an extravagantly marketed
bottle. My boyfriend is au naturel
in the cologne department, but his
mingle of shampoo and moisturiser
has kept me in for years. Now I think
about it, the married man from (even
more) years ago wore some kind of
splash, but by the time he reached me
in the evenings, it was much muted
and smelt like part of him. And when
my very first boyfriend ditched
me, I took to drinking coffee and
smoking cigarettes, then licking the
back of my hand and inhaling hard,
as that was the smell that brought

me back to him – though I quickly
gave up with that, thank God.
But for any latent ambivalence
regarding the man who sprays, there’s
one place I love a male fragrance, and
that’s on me. From Dior’s classic Eau
Sauvage to Ulrich Lang’s lesserknown Anvers, men’s fragrances
are staples on my perfume table,
reached for often. It’s not that they
make me feel neutral as such, but take
away the expectation of seduction
inherent in any feminine fragrance,
(to a greater or lesser degree), and
a certain breeziness ensues.
‘’I agree with breezy,” says Michael
Donovan, a fragrance expert who
consults for niche perfume brands
across the globe. “Most male
fragrances are simpler, cleaner
and easier to understand than a lot
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BEAUTY
of women’s perfumes. That makes
them great for relaxed situations
– weekends, say – and they play
especially well in summer, as they
tend towards the top notes.”
They also come into their own
in the boardroom or at a job
interview. “It’s not to sound sexist,”
say Donovan, “but those formulas
convey a certain energy and focus.
They might say, ‘I’m a safe pair
of hands; I’ve got tons of ideas’,
better than a tuberose or a jasmine.”
I know what he means. Take the
tuberose rush that is Robert Piguet’s
Fracas or Mazzolari’s wonderfully
feminine Alessandro. Both play
a critical role in my life, but their

“When I wear them,
the EFFECT is to feel
bold, singular and not
easily DEFINED”
intent of seduction would be
distracting if I had to keep my head
down at work or was popping out
on a Saturday. For those things,
it’s Eau Sauvage or Creed’s seminal
Spice And Wood all the way.
There’s also a surprise effect to
wearing men’s fragrance, which
I love. To look one way and smell
another provides a point of contrast
that’s stylish and intriguing. The
aforementioned Lang, a New
York-based perfumer, recalls meeting
a woman at a party, whose fragrance
“completely threw me. I ran through
my mental catalogue of all the female
fragrances I knew, but couldn’t work

CHANEL GOES BOY CRAZY

it out. It drove me nuts! It turned out
she was wearing a men’s cologne”.
Despite his confusion that time,
Lang says that women wearing men’s
perfume is “always a good idea. That
woman knows what she’s about; she’s
very confident. And incidentally
it’s a great fragrance choice if you’re
wearing tailoring or brogues”.
Therein lies the rub: when you’re
a woman, wearing men’s fragrance
represents a choice. I don’t wear
perfume to please anyone other than
myself (though the self-pleasing is
often fulfilled through the promise
of being able to seduce), but I do wear
them for effect – and when I wear
a fragrance designed with a man
in mind, that effect is to feel bold,
singular and not easily defined.
Then again, me and that girl in
New York are hardly the only women
wearing men’s fragrances. “The niche
market has changed our perception of
perfume; we don’t distinguish as much
between male and female scents,”
Donovan says. “Society is much
more fluid. Everyone is multi-faceted
these days; we all have many roles
and our fragrance wardrobes reflect
that – men’s, women’s, unisex,
there’s a place for it all. It’s about
making a bold, individual choice.”
One estimate has it that 30%
of men’s fragrances are bought by
women – for women. Let’s make
it 31%. Because, honestly, little
invites people to buy into your
autonomy and individuality as
readily as the ‘wrong’ perfume.
So wrong, it’s right, of course. e

Stop press! Chanel launches its first ‘consciously genderfluid’ fragrance this month and I can tell you it’s wonderful.
Built around a (traditionally male) fougère heart of
lavender, coumarin and moss, Boy Chanel was inspired by
Chanel
the relationship between Coco Chanel and Arthur ‘Boy’
Boy Chanel,
Capel. He championed her vision for clothes that
£230 for
incorporated masculine elements and funded her first
200ml
shop. The addition of mint, grapefruit, vanilla and woods
evokes a dynamic interplay between zesty
virility and creamy softness. It’s been billed
For more of Annabel’s
‘Chanel No 5 for men’ but really it’s the perfect fragrance edits, go to
REDONLINE.CO.UK
balance between masculine and feminine.

men’s
fragrances to
know and love

Creed Spice And Wood,
£475 for 250ml (above). Breezy
and sophisticated, this is the
scent to team with next season’s
relaxed tailoring.
Frederic Malle
Monsieur EDP, £120
for 50ml. You’ve got
to be in the mood,
but this huge hit
of dirty, sexy patchouli can
present a gratifyingly bold
choice for mademoiselles.
Caron Pour Un
Homme EDT, £48
for 75ml. This
arrangement of
lavender, vanilla and
amber, divides opinion but
stick with it, it’s a grower.
Guerlain Vetiver EDT,
£42 for 50ml. Fresh and
earthy with classic notes
of bergamot, lemon,
oakmoss and tonka bean,
this 1959 creation has long been
borrowed by the fairer sex.
Dior Eau Sauvage
EDT, £49.50 for 50ml.
It’s the easy, upbeat
scent with a rich,
creamy dry-down
you’ll reach for again and again.
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